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When one has to set up a satellite, the major factor to be considered is the positioning of the
satellite. Your Satellite TV system may be an excellent one, but the site to support the Satellite dish
should be good enough, nevertheless, all the hard work made by you will be of a sheer waste.

Selection of the Right Dish:

Make sure, that you purchase the best Satellite for your system; this is the basic thing to be done
before you begin to position satellite at the ideal spot. Give importance to different factors before
you could possess one.

The larger the dish, more are the scope of strong signals, but be aware, this carries its own
demerits, like the bigger dish would be expensive, so you have to shell out more from your wallet. 
Bigger dish typically needs more area to be installed, the point worthy to be considered here is the
space which can be allotted to position satellite. Contemplate on the wind movements also, as any
wind disturbance will not allow the signals to flow in aptly. C signal are widely utilized in the larger
dishes, while the smaller ones opt for the KU signals.

Review Your Location:

Find out few relatable things about the satellite location, before you determine the ideal spot for
placing your dish. The First and foremost factor, is the necessity to verify the equivalent coordinates
i.e. the latitude and longitude of the location you have chosen. Knowing this, you can ideally place
your dish after having complied with the pre-requisites. Many Websites assist you to determine the
location coordinates; one such is the GPS technology.

Fundamentally, the Satellite dish should always point towards the southern sky. If your stay is in the
Northern Hemisphere, then you have to point to the south and vice versa. Suppose your place is
alongside the Equator, then point the dish in the upward direction. Also consider, the distance of the
dish from the ground level.

Selection of the Right Position / Site:

Below are few factors, one has to value while searching for the orientation satellite dish;

Height:

The policy of â€œHigher the betterâ€• has to be applied here, as greater altitudes, catch signal at a shorter
path to pass through the dish in the space, till it reaches your satellite dish. Position Satellite and
place it away from the reach of children and small creatures. Moreover, the dish is fragile and more
prone to breakages.

Obstacles:

See that the path of the satellite dish is not blocked by means of tall trees, buildings or any other
edifices, as this could lead to poor performance as a result of poor reception. But if your stay is not
at a city, then this is not an issue to worry about.

Surface and Support:
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Flimsy surfaces are not ideal for the dish to be installed. Nowadays, even roofs are not made up of
Concrete.

Now that you are clear about the selection and installation, position satellite securely so that it can
withstand even the worst hurricanes.
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Orientation Parabole - About Author:
a Orientation parabole est un outil simple pour trouver la position d'un satellite. Tout ce que vous
devez faire c'est choisir un satellite et notre outil, a l'aide de google maps, vous dessine la
trajectoire Ã  suivre pour trouver le signal.
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